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Deep Sea Treasures
ICE has teamed up with legendary pusher designer, Gordon Crompton, on our latest coin pusher, 
Deep Sea Treasure. After extensive testing over the past year, Deep Sea Treasure is being released 
into production this spring. This single-player, interactive coin pusher is the first of its kind, and 
features a friendly fishing theme with a eye-catching cabinet, animations and sounds. Game play 
appears on a stunning 26’’ LCD monitor. For every coin in, a player is awarded a pre-determined 
amount of shots (we recommend for every .25c in, a player be awarded 5 shots, .50c game would 
be 10 shots, $1.00 game would be 20 shots, and so forth). Players have the ability to have their 
coins enter from either the right side of the machine or the left. Floating sea creatures, with vari-
ous ticket values, along with a bonus treasure chest appear on the animated screen. If a player 
is successful in a direct hit (when their coin hits a sea creature in the target area), then they are 
rewarded the corresponding ticket value. When a player is successful in striking the treasure chest 
in the zone, this causes a “splash down” affect: a frenzy of coins are automatically dispensed onto 
the play field at a rapid pace. Multiple coins in the game encourage rapid fire.

Dimensions: 29” x 38” x 82”   500 lbs

Robin Hood
ICE’s newest video redemption game, timed perfectly with the spring release of the movie of the 
same name, is now available for purchase. ICE worked in conjunction with GameWax on this video 
redemption game themed after the famous English folklore hero, known for his highly-skilled ar-
chery. Players will be tested on their hand-eye coordination as they try to achieve enough points, 
while aiming for the bulls eyes, to win tickets (a play-for-fun mode is also available). In the first 
round players are trying to hit moving targets, in which points are translated into tickets. Once a 
player has completed the first round, they have the option to risk half of their tickets, and show 
their sharpened skills, by entering the Super Bonus Round to win the ticket jackpot. The Super 
Bonus can be rewarding: as hundreds upon hundreds of tickets could be won! But winning is much 
easier said than done: in the finale, players will need to have their bow spilt an apple, with wind 
and distance will causing issues. The game features a durable laminated plywood cabinet, with 
a crystal clear 32” horizontally mounted LCD screen. The animated medieval theme makes this 
game suitable for all ages. Players will test their skills in this multi-round archery game, firing the 
realistic-looking crossbow at various moving targets to win tickets.!

Dimensions: 58” x 39” x 75”

Tippin’ Bloks
This new redemption game is now shipping!  Tippin’ Bloks offers players the ability to experience 
the newest 3D interactive video redemption game using Real Time Physics. Tippin’ Bloks uses next 
generation technology that allows players to use an interactive hand controller to move and tilt 
the base side to side, as they try to catch and balance falling Bloks. The bright 42” LCD monitor 
and vibrant LED lights draw in players to test their skills at hitting the various win zones, which 
is accomplished by stacking and balancing the falling Bloks. Each win zone rewards the player 
with tickets and, if the player is skilled enough, they can win the bonus by stacking their Bloks all 
the way to the Bonus win zone. But be careful, dropping 3 Bloks will end the game. ICE has once 
again partnered with PlayMechanixs to offer this latest redemption game (the two companies have 
worked together on Deal or No Deal).

Dimensions: 54” x 33” x 93”
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Panic Museum
This brand-new, family-friendly video thriller game promises to be a unique and full immersion ex-
perience to each and every player. The large screen theater format provides fun and thrills for the 
whole family without any “blood and guts!” Panic Museum is the ultimate family-friendly, casual 
shooting game that will keep the players coming back. ICE and Taito have worked closely on this 
new video which includes themes and game play that take the players through Ancient Egypt, an 
aquarium, a toy world and even space. Panic Museum has been tested extensively throughout the 
world in some of the top arcades and it’s a proven earner. The game is available as a 47’’ deluxe 
model and a super deluxe 80” model. Both models will be immediately available!

Dimensions: 47” Deluxe Panic Museum – 51.5” x 53” x 91”
Dimensions: 80” Super Deluxe Panic Museum – 75” x 98” x 93.25

Dog Tags
ICE has expanded its portfolio with the addition of Dog Tag. This vending machine of sorts auto-
matically dispenses dog tags, or permanent identification tags. This brand new product for March 
is exclusively from Dedem. What sets this machine apart from the competition is that it is the only 
dog tag machine to use the embossing system. The practical, personalized user-interface machine 
offers many exciting backgrounds. And a touch screen anti-vandal system allows customers to 
make their own ID tags in just a few minutes, and engrave them on embossed steel tag in a mat-
ter of seconds. The machine is fast and intuitive, and will be the new must-have for your location. 
The vending machine is suitable for any location: a family entertainment center, an amusement 
park, a mall, an airport, and tourist attractions…the possibilities are endless!

Dimensions: 31.25” x 35.5” x 75.625’’
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3 Across
Our newest alley roller is now in production. A unique twist that will compliment your lineup of 
Iceball or Dunk N’ Alien alleys. The more “pockets” that you light up in a row the more points 
you score. Light up ALL nine pockets and win the “perfect” game bonus. The perfect game bonus 
marquee is available for a single game or LINK multiple games using the overhead bonus. In 
conjunction with the lighted pockets, the sounds of this game are awesome!

• Single bonus is available or Deluxe Marquee when multiple units are linked together
• Game dispense tickets based upon bonus achieved

Dimensions: 120”d x 30”w x 84”h  605lbs

ICE Ball
The new standard in alley rollers is ICE Ball. The player simply rolls the balls at the target pockets 
and is awarded points based on the points indicated on those pockets. It is the most durable and 
least expensive alley roller in the market

• Operator adjustable options allow rewarding outstanding play if players reach certain thresholds
• Game dispenses tickets based upon score
• Most durable alley roller in the market 
• Designed for easy operation 
• Built to last, dazzling appearance! 
• Linking is an additional option
• Optional Jackpot Marquee encourages competitive play between ICE Balls
• Coin mech and cash box on easy slide system-no tools needed

Dimensions: 120’’d x 30’’w x 80’’h  605lbs

The Price is Right 6 player

ur brand new coin pusher features three separate bonuses: Cliffhanger, Plinko and Safe Cracker. 
Never before has a centerpiece pusher had such a wide variety of game and bonus play. Early 
reviews highlight the game’s appeal to all ages and its separate games within the game make it 
a must-have. With its multiple bonuses, this 6-player pusher is unlike any on the market right 
now. Another standard feature is the PULL OUT ticket drawer that allows for loading tickets and 
accessing operator adjustments very easy each player station holds 4,000 tickets in the operator-
friendly drawer. The skill slide coin entry makes this pusher a true test of one’s ability. The audio 
and cabinet design, as well as the game play, all incorporate The Price is Right’s nuances that we 
have all come to enjoy. Additional options include: For an up charge, each unit can also be set for 
a card ready system with an internal “self-filling” hopper system that dispenses coins at the player 
station. Also a rotating marquee is available at a additional charge as well. With the marquee The 
Price is Right height would be 112.5’’ high

Dimensions:54”l x 48”w x 90”h w/o marquee  1305lbs

The Price is Right – 2 player

The Price is Right is built in the USA using the same quality that can be found in all ICE games. 
This pusher includes a skill slide coin entry and incorporates the wheel bonus that can be found on 
the popular game show. The bonus wheel feature is activated when the player spells out the word 
“PLINKO” by timing the drop of the coin with chasing LED lights at the bottom of the playfield. 
Another standard feature is the PULL OUT ticket drawer that allows for loading tickets and access-
ing operator adjustments very easy. For an up charge, each unit can also be set for a card ready 
system with an internal “self-filling” hopper system that dispenses coins at the player station. 

Dimensions:31”d x 41”w x 87”h    500lbs
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Triple Play
three player coin roll down with many opportunities to win tickets and the big bonus. The player 
releases a coin down the ramp at the correct time so that it can make it across the rotating 
playfield and into the JACKPOT target without falling into other targets along the way. Each 
rotating target has a ticket value associated with it. The jackpot can be set up to 400 tickets.

Dimensions:48’’d x 48’’w x 40’’h   585lbs 

Cyclone
Long considered by many to be the most successful, and highest earning redemption game ever 
made, Cyclone is a 3 player, hand /eye coordination SKILL game which challenges the player 
to win the progressive jackpot. All ticket settings are completely operator adjustable so that 
percentage payout is possible.

• The world’s #1 Redemption game 
• Exciting progressive ticket bonus 
• Hand/eye coordination skill game 

Dimensions:46’’d x 52’’w x 48’’h   460lbs  

Wheel a Win
Wheel A Win combines the simple gameplay of the most successful redemption game previously 
made, (the magical Cyclone) with the spin of a very attractive and mesmerizing inner wheel. 
Like Cyclone the object for the players is to stop the light. but with “Wheel A Win” the object is to 
stop the light in the ‘Spin Zone’, and when this is achieved, the familiar music and voice play, and 
the inner wheel that you see in the picture is activated to spin on it’s own and randomly stop on 
a number from 30 - 500 with whatever number it stops on being the number of tickets the player 
wins.
• 1 or 2 player quick coin game 
• Stop light in SPIN ZONE for bonus spin. 

Dimensions:46’’d x 52’’w x 83’’h   500lbs

XPrize
s a ticket redemption game and merchandiser all in one. This game is offered as a two player 
unit. The object of the game is to stop the outer light in the “WIN ZONE”. If you stop the chasing 
light in the win zone the INNER WHEEL will automatically spin giving the player a chance to win 
more tickets. If the wheel stops in the PRIZE area, the player can choose from four prizes that are 
located in the display case. If you don’t stop on the WIN ZONE, tickets are still awarded on the 
outer ring. 

• Player always wins tickets
• Each player station hold 16,000 tickets
• Merchandise value can be set anywhere between $100-$500

Dimensions:35”d x 94”l x 84”h    1100lbs
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Buster Bubbles

 a must have for any family entertainment center. The squirrel is extremely animated and cute and 
interacts with the player. The object of the game is to "pop" as many bubbles on the touch screen 
in an allotted time. The faster you pop... the more tickets you win.

• 1 player interactive touch screen video redemption game
• 3D squirrel (Buster) holds the game play monitor

Dimensions:32"d x 33"w x 70"h     400lbs

Hammerhead

The newsiest wacky game was designed for a small foot print for locations of any size. The objec-
tive is to hit as many sharks as possible in the time allowed. Players can either use hammer or 
heads.

• A “Fintastic, Whacky” Game 
• Play by using hammer or hands 
• Hit as many sharks as possible in the time allowed 
• Small foot print for locations of any size 
• High score feature

Dimensions:24’’w x 36’’d x 67’’h    450lbs

Photo Finish

Our a 3-player unit is fully automated, the commentator calls the players to participate, supported 
by on-screen displays and the traditional post horn. See your horse enter the starting stalls on the 
47’’ LCD monitor, snorting and preparing for the 'off' whilst awaiting the starting bell. Enjoy the 
background sounds and sample the atmosphere - it's like being live at the races. Use your skill to 
roll your ball into the different value scoring holes in the table to make your horse sprint, gallop or 
trot down the course to the finishing post 

Dimensions: 71"l x 68"w x 112"h  1535lbs

Deal or No Deal™
Deal or No Deal is an officially licensed game comes complete with all the authentic nuances of the 
TV game show - making each player feel as if they are really part of the game. The game play is 
extremely similar to the show... choose your case in hopes of having the highest ticket value on 
the board. You then eliminate cases in each round as prompted until you receive the OFFER from 
the BANKER. You either take the deal or hit the NO DEAL to continue play in hopes that you have 
best deal in your case. Your nerves will get the best of you guaranteed! Not to mention, there 
is always a crowd around the game cheering for you every step of the way. Avoid making your 
customers wait in line to play this game... Double up on units!

Dimensions: 77” x 50” x 89”   600 lbs.
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Go Ballistic

An action game suitable for the whole family. There are 5 exciting mini-games to choose from. The 
games are not level-progressive so players have complete freedom to select whichever game and 
whatever level they want to play! Each mini-game has an interesting theme and a mission that 
players must accomplish through tossing balls at moving targets onscreen to win points! There is 
no limit to the number of balls per game so players can toss as many balls as they like. There is 
however a time limit so speed and skills do come into play! The machine is equipped with a 47" 
touch screen monitor; superb animated graphics and dynamic surround sound. 

Dimenions:78''l x 47''w x 87''h    770lbs

 

Zoofari  

Brand new game for 2006! This highly interactive 2 - player video redemption game challenges 
the players to utilize their unique "food dispenser" to feed the various animals. The more peanuts 
the players successfully launch into the animals mouths the more points and tickets they win! Also 
features bonus animals, time and points. 

• 1 or 2 player video redemption piece 
• Players use unique “food dispenser” to feed the animals 
• Fun and challenging for all ages 

Dimenions:48’’w x 32’d’ x 104’’h  450lbs 

The Kitchen Screen
Go Ballistic
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NFL – 2 Minute Drill

ICE have designed a phenomenal package! The 2 minute drill is the most unique and interactive 
sports game. The playfield of the game is 100% interactive with FOUR random "pop" out targets 
in which your skill is definitely tested. It also includes 3 different sized scoring holes for each skill 
level. Play to achieve "hall of fame" status. A ticket dispenser is optional. This game can be cus-
tomized to any NFL team or choose a generic graphics package.

• Officially licensed NFL football throwing game
• Can be customized to any of the 32 NFL teams
• Game features random pop up targets along with stationary targets
• Available as a ticket redemption game or play for fun

Dimensions:120"d x 36"w x 106"h   1200lbs

Major League Baseball

Players find themselves on the pitcher's mound testing their speed and throwing accuracy as they 
play to win tickets and even take the high score position. The game features stationary, pop out 
and spinning targets with random changing point values. Players accumulate their points by hitting 
these targets. Earn more points when a player's throwing speed is measured aiming for the "strike 
zone" target- perfect for the competitive players!

• Officially licensed MLB baseball throwing game
• Can be customized to any of the 30 MLB teams
• Game keeps track of the fastest thrown pitch and hi-score of the day
• Available as a ticket redemption game or play for fun

Dimensions:121"d x 35"w x 96"h   805lbs

NBA Hoops

The best basketball playing game in the industry is NBA Hoops. NBA Hoops is our official NBA 
licensed basketball game. The unit can be customized to any of the 30 NBA teams. NBA Hoops 
polycarbonate backboard features a game like feeling shot clock. the radius top cage allows for 
players to get more arc on their shots. The official NBA sized hoop allows for high scoring.

• Official NBA licensed basketball game 
• Can be customized to any of the 30 NBA teams 
• Rear polycarbonate backboard, featuring a 40 second game clock 
• Official NBA sized hoop allows for high scoring 

Dimensions:120’’d  x 30’’w  x 108’’h  750lbs 

Sports Package
Marquee
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Hoop Fever

The traditional favorite basketball game, Hoop Fever uses full size balls and stationary baskets. 
Unlike the other basketball games on the market there are no moving parts, the game is built 
tough and maintenance-free. Linking is available for “head to head” competition.
• Traditional favorite basketball game 
• Full-size balls, stationary basket 
• No moving parts 
• Linking available for “head to head” competition 

Dimensions:30’’w x 120’’d x 103’’h  600lbs

Super Chexx

The original “bubble top” Hockey game is built rugged for all types of locations. The realistic 
competitive game play is can either be played with 2 or 4 players, it’s the ultimate challenge. Its 
competition at is best. Super Chexx displays the score and shots on goal during the game play.
• Original “Bubble Top” hockey game 
• 2 or 4 players 
• Realistic competitive play 
• Displays score, shots on goal and period 
• Built rugged for all types of locations 

Dimensions:60” x 30” x 54”   170lbs

Mini Dunxx

The kid’s favorite basketball game features a pivoting hoop to add excitement to the game. Mini 
Dunxx has great background sound and unique kid friendly score and time indicators. The special 
kid-sized basketballs appeals to the youngsters.
• Kid’s favorite basketball game 
• “Pivoting Hoop” to add excitement 
• Great background sound, unique kid friendly score and time indicators 

Dimensions:34’’w x 78’’d x 74’’h   470lbs 

The Original
Bubble Hockey Game
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Baby Air 

This table is actually made for kids... it's at their height and they feel extremely comfortable in 
playing. The unit is also very attractive and extremely colorful. The playing surface is made of 1/2 
thick acrylic... a very durable surface

62’’d x 39’’w x 27’’h   330lbs

Fast Track

Fast Track stainless steel top along with its overhead scoring unit, displays time and goals really 
draw attention to any type of location. Our specialty design rebound rails with “stay in” puck sys-
tem provide maximum safety. The three pucks included are for noise control, hard, medium, and 
soft to fit your locations needs. The extraordinary and exciting sound effects really enhance the 
game play.
• Stainless steel surface allows faster game play 
• “Stay in Puck” system that promotes a safer playing environment 
• Overhead scoring 
• Operator adjustment for price, time of play & scoring-game discounting 

93’’d x 49’’w x 72’’h   500lbs

Double Fast Track

This table has the same fast action PLUS it will accomodate 2 PLAYERS on BOTH sides. Now, you 
can play on this extremely popular table with a partner. The top is made of polycarbonate... it's 
fast, cool, and extremely slick looking. Includes overhead scoring.

101’’d x 78’’w x 72’’h   800lbs

Cosmic Air

The Cosmic Air Hockey comes with a Black light effect on table for maximum attractiveness. The 
stainless steel surface allows for increased durability.  The table features a standard overhead 
scoring unit, displays time and goals. The game features unique and exciting sound effects, which 
have make it standout in any location.
• Stainless steel top for increased durability 
• Unique & exciting sound effects 
• Black Light effect sets it apart 

93’’d x 49’’w x 72’’h   500lbs
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Pinnacle Crane 42’’

• Larger glass area for greater product visibility
• Tilt down control panel
• Extra capacity playfield for high volume locations
• Can be customized in any color or theme
• Available in all metal or wood finish
• Optional rope lighting and DBV

Dimensions:42’’w x 39’’d x 79’’h   600lbs

X-Factor Crane

• New electronics with enhanced motor drive boards
• Claw mechanism with triple solenoid design 
• Fast opening hinged front door
• Convenient and unique – remote programmer
• Adjustable prize shelf
• Instant replay and free game option

Dimensions:61"w x 42"d x 78’’h   1100lbs

Jewelry Box (available 42’’)

• Specially designed claw made for maximum playability with jewelry and watches of all sizes and 
shapes. 
• 2 large display shelves to exhibit the most prized gift offerings 
• Specially designed 'soft drop claw' and padded prize area prevent jewelry and watches from 
getting damaged.
• Each crane comes with high gloss black Ultra Stone to lay as the foundation upon which the 
jewelry can be displayed. The high gloss black stone is the perfect compliment to any and all 
jewelry

Dimensions”42’’w x 39’’d x 79’’h   600lbs

Ask about custom
Themes and Graphics
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Mighty Mini

• Dinosaur themed merchandiser 
• Ideal for super balls, beanie plush, plastic dinosaurs and many other novel items besides plush.
• The player has full control of the rotating tub and can open or close the jaws of the dinosaur 
• This units comes with very bright cabinet color, attractive graphics as well as great sound effects. 
• It’s the perfect height for young children as it’s only 43.5” high.

Dimensions:36” x 33” x 48”   420lbs

Plush Bus & Sports Fan Bus

• The most popular and versatile themed cranes in the industry
• First all metal, epoxy powder coated cabinet
• 3 point door locking system for the ultimate in security
• Rear prize chute for maximum “store front” visibility
• Crane uses only electronic switches
• Available in joystick, joystick and buttons, or only buttons control panel
• Can customize theme, colors and graphics

Dimensions:42’’w x 42’’d x 78’’h   600lbs

Super Bounce

• Ideal super bounce ball crane
• Specific claw designed to pick up 49mm ball crane
• Includes operator adjustment “Play until you Win”

Dimensions:24” x 24” x 72”   300lbs

Candy Factory

• Unique all metal design for increased security and maximum durability
• All new claw, crane wagon, and electronics for increase reliability
• Include operator adjustable-Winner Every Time feature
• Customizing capability allows custom graphics and sound for Candy Town & Candy Factory
• Rope light option

Dimensions:24’’w x 24’’d x 72’’h   300lbs
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